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READING PART 6: OPEN CLOZE GAPS FILL. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH            

ONE WORD 

 

Richard Feynman 

Renound physisist and an integral part of the formation of          

quantum mechanics, Richard Feynman _____(1) born in Queens,        

New York in 1918. In spite _____(2) winning the Nobel Prize in            

1965, Feynman didn’t exacly lead a typical life for a scientist. He            

was known as somewhat of a party animal and liked to socialize            

more _____(3) most of his colleagues. He had plenty of stories           

written about him in the media and was _____(4) an idol or a             

scapegoat for many people. The atomic bomb, which ended the          

second world war, would never have been developed _____(5)         

the works of Feynmen had been used. This project is famously           

known as the Manhattan Project. However, this knowledge didn’t         

come to light until the 1980’s. He was also involved in _____(6)            

space missions and worked briefly with NASA although this did          

not come without its controversies, with Neil Armstrong hearing of          

him as “a pain in the ass”. 
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Answers: 

Richard Feynman 

Renound physisist and an integral part of the formation of          

quantum mechanics, Richard Feynman was born in Queens, New         

York in 1918. In spite of winning the Nobel Prize in 1965,            

Feynman didn’t exacly lead a typical life for a scientist. He was            

known as somewhat of a party animal and liked to socialize more            

than most of his colleagues. He had plenty of stories written           

about him in the media and was either an idol or a scapegoat for              

many people. The atomic bomb, which ended the second world          

war, would never have been developed unless the works of          

Feynmen had been used. This project is famously known as the           

Manhattan Project. However, this knowledge didn’t come to light         

until the 1980’s. He was also involved in several space missions           

and worked briefly with NASA although this did not come without           

its controversies, with Neil Armstrong hearing of him as “a pain in            

the ass”. 
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